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THE BIG PICTURE

Contemporary Paintings In The Heroic Mode

When the famous American painter
John Singleton Copley was pursuing his career
in cokmial Bosr<m, he uften complained that
d,e only kind of art people would pay him co
pm:luce was portraits. Nor content co work
soldy 111 that genre, he eventually moved co
England, where paintings of more complicated
subjects - stories from the Bible and classicial
mythology, as well a;; military and political
cl1emes - were held to be of greater imeresL.
Thi:, type of work, referred to as history
fl'Jinting, was considered the highest form of arc
in Europe, for aside from involving complicated
poses and scholarly subject matter, such themes
ll'ere thought ro convey morn! lessons and
spiritual values cliat went beyond mere
appearances.
In rhe 20th cenrury, hisrory
paintings still have receive,[ only intermittent
acceptance in American arr circles. Subjects
expressing political viewpoints enjoyed lirniteJ
popularity in the 1930:;, and �ome found in Pop
art elements of social criticism and satire. Bur,
for the most pan, abstract an has received the
most attention in America, particularly after
World War II. Usually critical response ro
these works have been fonnali t in nature,
where Ji,cu,sion is focu,seJ on purely aesthetic
considerations of form, line, and color.
However, as the cenrnry draws to a
close, many arti,ts arc again returning to
humanistic subjects. In the 1970s, figure
painrmg began ro enjoy a conspicuous revival,
and more recently figural pieces seem to
function in allegorical ways reminiscent of the
Old Masters. Perhaps with a heightened
interc r in social issues - minority concern ,
the environment, religious scanJals - artists
have felt compelled to comment more directly

on cl,e world they see around them, and on man'·
mreraction with it. This exhibition presents a
selection of such paintings hy artists who work in
thi, "heroic moJe": who choose to deal not
exclusively with formal innovation and
tech111que, hut, both physically and spiritually,
with The Big Picture.
In pursuing humanistic, timeless
rhemes, many amsrs in rhe exhib1rion adopr
motifs and compositional arrangements
reminiscent ofRcnaissancc paintings. Cynda
Valle' The Devil Gets His Due (Fig. I), for
�xample, recalls images of God the Father
enthroned in Heaven, i.e., floating majestically
in the sky. Valle's Godhead, however, lacks rhe
granJeur and fortin1dc of his Italianate
predecessors; he is presented as a somewhat
nebbishy, casually dressed Angelino, ineffectually
clutching an assortment of Saved Souls. More
imposing is the devil figure behind him, a
smirking, paunchy biker, who plucks a figure
from the bosom of God to depo.,ir in the p�il he
holds on his left hip. Valle comments that, 111 her
view, Los Angeles provides a vivid setting for
ever-shifting moral choice ; people are always
fluctuating between good and bad, sinning and
repenting- enjoying political success one
moment, under indictment the next, gorging
themselves one week and going on a crash diet
soon thereafter. Thus, in allegorical terms, she
point LO the slippery ethical climate of the
times, ironically comparing it to past historical
epochs where moral dogma was passed down to
the masses with far greater aurhoriry.
Jan Saether also adapts Renaissance
derived techniques and subject matter ro
contemporary themes and preoccupations; the
grand dimensions of his monumental Exile
(Cover) recall the great masterpieces of lrnlian
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fresco.Typically, life-si:ed figural groups were
painted directly on che walls of a church or
civic builJing, so chat the puhlic could actually
see sacred stories or important himirical events
practically come ro life before chem, an ever
presem source of knowledge and mspirncion.
Simih1rly, Saerher's figures 'cem ready to mp
out of the picture and address us directly.
Among che most 1mronant arti�tic
preoccupations of the quatrocemo was the
newly redisco\'ered cience of perspective,
reflected in the arti�ts' tendency ro incorporate
elaborate architectural strucrure� and interior
�paces wichm their compositions. Historians
have seen in this tendency not only a Jelighr
in the artist's ahility to portray convincingly a
three-dimensional space on a flat surface, but,
more poetically, a reflernon of a new
confidence in man's place in che world, where
man, his creations, and nature all seem to
coexist in perfect balance and harmony. In
Saether's Exile, however, this optimism is
nowhere ro be found. In lieu of Renaissance
palace anJ church interiors, the artist has
depicted what appears to be a constrt1ction 'ire
(albeit a beautifully proporrione<l one) where
plain wood boards, concrete flooring, and a
flimsy hanging sheet subJivide the space.
Wirhin rhi space Saerher arranges his figure·
not for the purpose of telling a swry or
describing a specific •ocial situation, but rather
ro convey a sense of i olation and
incrospecrion. While in close physical
proximity, his characters do noc speak or
acknowledge one another in any Jirect way;
most seem lost in rheir own thoughts and
rather tentatively poseJ, as if uncertain of what
to do next. Adding to the resulting ense of
transience and insecurity is the glimpse of a
floor below, which similarly seems unfinished,
suggesting rootle 'nL'S$ and lack of foumfation.
The architecture enhances the figures'
scparatene,,s, creating barriers thar are both
physical and pi ritual. Even the ladder ar righr,
a crnditional symbol of hope and transcendence,
offers no ready mean of escape; it tanJs unused
against a blank wall, pointed hcavcnwarJ but
seemingly as ineffectual as the backless captain's
chair at the orpositc encl of the platfom1.

A -imilar feeling of pessimism
imhucs Our Father's Hou�e hy Paul ierm. ''I
have a sorrow that there I nu Go<l anJ no
hea\'en," he has said, though his extensive use
of Christian imagery in rhis painting hehcs a
certain nostalgia for the comfort of religion.
Like Exile, che composition is Jividcd neatly
into three pam, like � Renaissance triptych. At
center an elaborate bui !Jing floats rreG1riously
in che sky; ics multicolored arches anJ
colonnade sugge t a Renaissance church ja2:ed
up like an amusement park nJc. Airhorne
cathedrals are commonly used for
representations of the Holy City as described in
the Book of Revelations in the ew
Testament, but this Holy City remain� tied to
the earth; 1t seems \'ainly trying ro escape the
sharp-eJged wall that once encircled ir.
Traditionally a symbol of paraJi� and life
el'erlasting, rhe cmhedml here seems forbidden
terrirory to rhc grim townscape hefore it, where
buildings huddle together in the datkncs� like
frightened refugees. At right an austere angel of
deach sweeps ur from che cnrner; his hands are
crossed in a ge rure of acceptance, as if there
were nn choice but to acknowledge the grim
implications of the tahleau.
The relation h ir of man to
technology is a theme that runs through much
,if Alan Sonnem�n's work. In The Power of
History, a man ecstatically Join two live
electrical curren�. sending a shower of dazzling
sr�rks outward ro illuminate the ruins of cl1e
many-columned amipolis nn which he stands.
The artist conrrasrs the weighty, fluteJ
columns - 111 decay but till powerful and
monumental - with rhe hnght but evanescent
energy o( the electricity, sug!(tSting that
modern scientific achie\·emen ts may be
thrilling to behold but nf duhiou, aid in rhc
understanJing of human hisrory. The
Industrial Age #2 ( Fig. 2) furrher comment
on man's predicament: the heroic nude,
s1g111fy111g since ancient times man's spiritual
health and confidence in himself, here kneels
in awe hefore rowering smnkesracks,
ominous modern descendant� of the Greek
columns. Despite his srrengch and suppleness,
the hero seems ro cower when confronted with

J

hi own crearion; the machine has developed a
willful personality of its own.
No !es· than seven variations on a
map of the United States appear in Bobby
Ross's epic National Anthem (Fig. 3 ); they
adorn a space in which the artist himself
appems perfunctorily playing a smgle note on a
piano. The musical cone is undoubtedly muted
by the gold bricks la id over the sounding lxmrd
of the instrument; while he plays he stares out
the window to see, presumably, 'the rocket's
red glare, the bombs bursting in air." But the
rainting, unlike the ong, is hardly a stirring
paean to liberty. On rhe contrary, the sharply
delineated interior allude to closure and
confinement, not freedom, and the objects
within the space are puzding and assertive.
Dominating the back wall is a large, elecrrified
image of the U.S., undoubtedly computer•
generated. Certainly not without enet[[)', but
also gaudy and repetitive, the map invites us to
consider the more elf-aggrandizing and
mechanistic aspects of our national persona.
Negative qualities are reflected in the other
maps as well, one of which presents a barren,
lunar landscape, another spilled ink, another
raw meat. While probably not intended as
completely decipherable, these ymbols uggc. t
a critical stance toward American politics and
\'alues, though the artist's straightforward use of
fanrastic elements within a realistic. erring
injecr� a certain whimsy and deadpan humor
into the piece.
DoL1ble-edged humor also pervades
1he work of Scott He.ss. The dramatic
chiaroscuro effects in X-mas B.B.Q. (Fig. 4)
recall baroque creannents of Nativity subjem,
where the miraculous light emanating from the
Chri·t Child reflects on the faces of the
adoring attendant , and serves as a drnmatic
focal �int within rhe night landscape. But
Hess's painting is baroque in another sense of
the term. It's still Christmas, but in place of
Jesus we have a glowing barbecue grill, and the
celebrants no longer kneel in prayer, but gather
arounJ in uneasy, di tracted poses. Perhaps the
cocktail hour has gone on too long, for most of
1.he guests have grown tired, restless, amorous,
or a combination of all three. It would eem
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Sirens

the arti t is here making a comment regarding
the secularization of sacred celebrations in
contemporary culture. While the colored lights
in the background remind us it's that holiday
time of year, the merry-making seems non
sectarian, season-less (a continuing problem for
outhem California) and tritely plea ure a
usual.
A gathering of an altogether
different sort is presented in Sirens (Fig. 5),
where the history of the idealized female image
in Western art is ingeniously incorporated
within a single composition. Reading from left,
we begin with the rigid poses of Egypt and
archaic Greece, moving on to the more
realistic Renaissance modes, and concluding
with a more angular, Cubistic nude. The
background alludes to the history of art as well,
wirh a flattened pyramid and column included

1987
behind the early works, which segues into cl1e
deeper spaces of the Renaissance, and flanens
out again when we enter the modem era.
Furthest to the right a simple Greek amphora
stands in a niche, symbolic of the most primal
aspect of the female sex - the woman not a
beautiful temptress but simply as a vessel, or
bearer of life. Painted on a trip to Italy, the
work reflects the artist's feelings that, within
that culwre-laden setting, cl1ose images had for
him an immediacy and accessibility not possible
back home in America. Miraculously, as in a
dream, the facts of time and place and
particularities of style and subject seemed to
melt away in insignificance, revealing only the
unadulterated lure and mystique of the eternal
feminine.
While painting in the "heroic mode'
generally implies the representation of

Lincoln Perry
significant human action, philosophic thoughts
about man's place in the world frequently enter
the realm of pure landscape as well. This is
particularly true in American art, where mid
nineteenth century depictions of grand
uninhabited vistas took on pantheistic,
religious overtones. Influenced by writers such
as Emerson and Thoreau, artists found in the
dramatic mountain ranges and broad valleys of
America an affirmation of the greatness of
God, and, more specifically, a sense of God's
benediction on the land and its people. As
America grew more cosmopolitan and
international in its outlook, such renderings
were rejected as grandiose and provincial, and
the depiction of more intimate, domestic
landscapes were favored. But, as chis exhibition
documenrs, landscape artists have recently
rewrned to monumentality of scale.
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To find subjects for his paintings,
Perer Holbrook ryp1cally vi it national park�
or other protecreJ areas, where the land1capc
remains undisturbed by man's touch. The
formations themselves tend co be geologically
new, anJ therefore more immense, wirh
contrasting elements and abrupt transitiom. In
his hasically realistic treatment o( these
themes, he partake� of rhe awe and
exhilaration that his 19th century forebears
found 111 smular morifs. However, Holbrook
chooses not to compose in the serene, hallowed
manner of that tradition; instead he eschews
idealism in favor of an arrangement that is self,
con�ciously macce, ihlc. Hulhrnok's landscapes
are rugged and Jangerous; his motifs - great
boulders, crevices, and expanses of rushing
water, seem en allude ro hum�n cond1tillm of
comrar and struggle. Nature 1s neither the
balm nor inspiration to man's activities, bur
rather an implacable force over which man has
liule control. (Fig. 6)
Metaphoric qualities imbue the
landscapes of Bn1ce Everett as wel I. In contrast
tn the ionnidahle open sraccs 1>f Holbrook,
however, Everett �eems to find meaning anJ
beauty in more mundane images - at least
mundane for Califom1;:1. In Verba Buena (Fig.
7), a road winding through the Santa Monica
Mounram� ct11Te around an unseen bend,
creating a �ense nf mystery and cxpecrnrion.
The golden light, deep :,hadow, and
rhreatening sky create an aura o( dark
enchanrmenr, though the lmrrcs,ioni�t
denveJ hruslmmhs - shon and smoothly
sensuous - bnng a gentle activarion to the
work's surface that softens its more brooding
qualities. ll1ough not specifically symbolic, the
road in Everett's painting cannot help but call
up thoughts of a spiritual journey chat is not
without its perils. For him, the road represenu,
"the almost irresistible urge to keep moving
around a rnmcr, or rhc mixed feelings of
anticipauon, promise, or maybe dreaJ - or the
inexplic,1ble sensations of near bliss that
ordinary nature can trip 111 us spontaneously."
Sarah Supplie similarly makes use of
low-keyed subject matter; instead uf mountain
vistas, she offers viewers quiet scenes of rhe

domesticated Connecticut countryside, as in
Smith Fann Stream (Fig. 8). Yer in choo Ing
such an imposing scale for the work (and she
frequently works even larger) the artist seems
intent upon finding drama and spiritual
exhilaration within the,c motifs as wdl.
Perhaps she is not so much concerned with
human struggle or achiel'('.mem, but simply
wirh che drama of light pouring generously over
l'ariegated nature, presenting a view nf the land
as nurtunng, comforting, and above all,
tranquil. In propounding these qualities, Sarah
Supplie rnme, closest to views of Emerson and
the Hudson River painters, who, while favonng
wilderness motifs, nel'ertheles. saw nature a,
beneficent and an ever-present source of
spiritual renewal.
Perhaps the mo t overtly
humanistic trcai ment of the landscape m the
exhibition is David Bungay's Ecce Odocolleus.
Based on locales the arrisr frequents in the
High Sierras. the terram ts presented a,
t:Xtremely rugged, with abrupt trnm,itions from
Oat glacial lakes to mountains char are
,,lternarivclyhrightly lit or ca�r in deep
hadow, tu the speckled gnmite rock
formauons ubiquitous in the area. But mto this
srnrkly bcaunful serring rhe amst has added an
c4ually clerncnral human drama. Seen only as
insubstantial silhouerres, several hunters have
made camphy rhe water'. edge; a tent has been
pitched and the bright orange glow of a tiny
fire is perceptible next to it. Could rhis be a
comment on the fragility and inconsequenr
iality of man's pursuit.I in the face nf the
maiesty ,md permanence of the physical earth
itselP.
Absolutely, hm thar's not all. For
looming much larger in 1.he compo·ition than
the hunrers is the fruit of their labors: an
enormous carcass of a Jeer hangs from a rree at
left. Still intact, the anunal retains its grace
and nobility in death, bur rhe viewer soon
realizes that <l1smcmlierment and consumption
of the animal will soon follow. A moral
ambiguity on the part ofhnth artist and viewer
thus asserts itself. The majestic landscape and
the crystal clear atmo phm which envelops it
becomes pan of the exhilaration and
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David Bungay
Ecce Odocolleus 1986-l 990
Oil on Canvas
71 inches x 139 inches
Courtesy the Artist and
Jan Turner Gallery

FIG. 8:

Smith Fann Stream

l986
Sarah Supplie
primordial sacisfaction of che hunrer killing and
consuming his prey, and thereby ·ustaming his
own life. Ycc chere is great pathos in the inert
image of the dead animal, which is enhanced
by rhe Chriscian allusion in the title, Ecce
Odocolleus ('behold the deer') as a reference
to the "Ecce Homo'' ("behold the man") theme
in Christian art that represents the moment
when Pilate presented Christ to the people
prior to His cmcifixion. As the cross is
sometimes referred to as a tree, and the deer
hangs lirerally from a tree, the parallel is even
closer. As Christ was sacrificed to redeem man
from original sin, and enable him tu achieve
everla ting life, the artist seems to say, so the
deer is sacrificed to support the concinuing
exi tence of rhe hunters.
C. ANDERSON
R,vers1dc, Gl,fomm 1990
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